Pajamarino Bonfire Burns Tonight

Traditional Pre-Org Game Rally

To Displace Evening Snaking

Roaring Fire, Moonlight Parade
And Women To Warn Tech Spirit

Tournament Park is the place to be at 6:30 tonight—decked out in your gladdest pajamas, but wear enough clothing under your outfit to keep warm and bring your best sense of humor. Coach R. A. G. Dennis has arranged a fine evening for all and the Pajamarino of 1947 should prove to be one of the best.

Program Outlined

Since this is the first year for Tournament Park at 6:30 p.m., the Women's Student House tonight. Be sure bring your greenest, greenest or orange: it is the only way to wear it in order to est. The Student House Band will hold a few songs, and a few
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THE FRONT BURNER

"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" is the romantic, best-selling novel by Cornelia Otis Skinner which has been brought to the screen through the genius of Jean Kerr, the Parisian, which opens at the Fox, Wednesday, Oct. 29, for a two-week run.

As is generally known, the play was written by Jean Kerr, who is also noted for her many other successes such as "The Man with the Golden Arm," "The Men," "The Bellman," and "The World of Suzie Wong.

Sixty years ago, when she was six, Jean Kerr was born to a family of fourteen children in New York City. She began her career as a newspaper reporter and later became a successful writer of novels, short stories, and plays.

The story of "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" is set in Paris, during the years of the French Revolution, and tells the story of a young girl named Elise who falls in love with a handsome French poet named Charles. Despite the social and political upheavals of the time, the couple's love remains strong as they struggle to overcome the obstacles that stand in their way.

The play features a cast of talented actors, including Jean Kerr as Elise, John Wayne as Charles, and Richard Widmark as a young revolutionary. The production is directed by the renowned director John Ford, who has worked on many successful films in the past.

"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" is a heartwarming story of love and adventure that will captivate audiences of all ages. Don't miss your chance to see this classic tale on stage and experience the magic of Parisian romance.
This week’s “Your Campus” moves of campus in an attempt to impact some much-needed and very timely information. Since it is the policy of this column to cover all activities on campus, it is fitting that this “our” subject—which upon closer examination more than likely offers more than meets the eye—has been devoted per week to any other topic.

Hence, the following: A list, pretty probably incomplete, of pertinent phone numbers, from U.C.L.A., R.C.S., Pomona, and O.C.
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Sorority: Pi Beta Gamma Phi Beta.

William Hall Zeta Tau Alpha.

Sacramental:
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Income Knocks Institute Deficit
Manageable—DuBridge

Income from $1,777,000 in endowment funds is sufficient to meet the current needs of the California Institute of Technology which have been made, or that

Hockey Third In Fools Competition

If the Hockey Third in Fools competition continues, it will be held on the field at 20th St. It has been sponsored by the American's Football League Club. Our

The Complete Husky

Presier Named New Fresh Coach

Edward T. Walquist has been named freshman football and hockey and varsity hockey coach.

Other Gifts

Gift by Industrial Relations

Gifts for other than endowment were as follows:

Gift by Student Rate Cleaners

Gift by Rockefeller Foundation

Gift for California Institute of Technology

Gifts and grants from various industrial corporations for fellowships and research projects totaling $42,700.

McGreery, Paul Join Sterling Takes Humanities Division War College Post

New members of the California Institute of Technology Humanities Division faculty for the coming year include Dr. Henry McCorthy and Dr. Rosamond Newbould. Dr. McCorthy took the

A Rockefeller Foundation grant for work in chemistry and biology.

OAK KNOLL CLEANERS and TAILORS

Let a Vet Serve You

Three-Day Cleaning Service

Four-Day Service

204 California

Tigers on South Side

Oxy Stalwart—Rudy Italia, stellar Tiger guard, captans first Roy Owens award this year.

Institute Deficit

Reopening

DuBridge said that in addition to this amount the Institute had also received gifts earmarked for current operating expenses, specific research projects, scholarships and fellowships totaling $957,712. These gifts are separate from those for endowment.

Endowment

Gifts to the endowment funds were as follows:

Robert W. Wallquist,.Cal Tech, R.D. 1, Box 96
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Frost Drop Close Contest
To Pasadena C. C. Gridders
Junior Beavers Shine in First Game
of Hopeful Football Season

The Caltech Frost gridiron squad opened their league schedule last Saturday morning by losing to Occidental College 20-0.

In the first half the Beavers played well, but in the second half their defense broke down, and the Occidentals scored four times on long drives.

Despite the loss, Caltech fans were pleased with the performance of the team, and many of them expressed the hope that the Beavers would improve as the season progresses.

The game was played in cold, windy conditions, and the Occidentals scored on the 4, 33, 5, and 14 yard lines, respectively.

The Caltech offense was limited to three first downs and 45 yards of total offense.
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Frosh Sophomore Dance on Nov. 7

On Friday, Nov. 7, the Frosh and Sophs will begin to forget about removing the effects of a quiet dance. This affair is to be held at the Pasadena Athletic Club from 5 to 10.

Herb Adkins to Play

"The head of the evening will be Herb Adkins," right press and vocalist who will provide smooth entertainment for the evening built around a certain action of three acts and charactert alternately.

Dance Engineers, Joint Committee

The dance committee by tradition, will be financed by the class organizations in the Model. However, the arrangements are under the management of a joint committee of seven such of Frosh and Sophs.

OXY DELEGATION

(Coming from Page 1)

a house, where they were wined, dined, and singed, and were the subject of some awe among the Frosh.

Twenty-three of the visitors chose to remain and enjoy the persuasive performance of the Frosh; however, when it was learned that the dear house mothers at Oxy had held them check and the delegation was in danger of losing its group spirit, Tech boosted them handling back home. It is not likely that on one Techman, at least, was so overcome by hospitality that he paid a reciprocal visit to Oxy on the same evening from whom we has developed an equation to say: One Techman is equivalent to 20 Oxymen. Friday's game will gross experimental data on this.

WANTED

Men to serve on the ASCC Publicity Committee. Positions open for two (2) Assistant Publicity Managers and one or two press. Newspaper writing experience is desirable, but not necessary. What is wanted are reliable, enterprising fellows who can handle public sentiment on such matters as social matters, social affairs, etc. At least one freshman will be named to the committee. Contact Bill Karnes in Hackman's or, if you have a rate in the "K" box in Thorpe.

COKE REFRESHES BOWLING TEAMS AND SPECTATORS

Please note:

Coke always brings home gold.

Always Buy

A COKE
B Always Milder
C Better Tasting
D Cooler Smoking

ALWAYS WELCOME

"CHESTERFIELDS are NO STRANGERS they're always WELCOME" says George, appearing with Barry Fitzgerald in Paramount's "WELCOME STRANGER"
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Fresh Expectations, Trouble

The Frosh game, too, will be tough according to coaches Bill Prentis and Neville Long, who has seen the Occidental Frosh squad play, admits the job of winning will not be an easy one, remarking: "Oxy is much better than the team that beat us in 1946. They have a lot on the ball, but we will go into this game better prepared than we were last week."

Staff...

There are still plenty of openings on the staff of the California Tech for both qualified and interested personnel. If you are interested in working on the staff of a student magazine, the student magazine of the University of California, please fill out the form for the "Welcome Stranger".

CAMPUS BURNING

(Continued from Page 7)

Shakely, Bill Woods and Tim Styx, who, by the way, has retained faithful to the pledge of doing anything under legal age. Laced among the other victims were Don "Swede, Old" Barr, who got a nice greeting from the Pasadena police while acting in the capacity of chauffeur.

Bill Doniello was also heard mumbling in his beard what he was going to do to a certain freshman. It seems he spent three hours taking people home, especially one Dallas Pick, who operated in the back seat with thirty mil-

OXY GAME

(Continued from Page 3)

McLean and H. S. b. r. who played such an inspired game last week and who helped make the victory in '46 probably be on the starting lineup.

Tigers Want Revenge

However, the Tigers, too, have a strong determination on the 46 remembrance and will not for Beaver blood tomorrow night. Off their Whitter showing the Beavers have the stuff to win. Coach "Andy" Anderson warns that Oxy has a very fine grid squad. "They have an excellent passing attack and the club off and ran the ball back 30 yards to the Tech 9. ..

BULLDOGS FOR OXY

Staff...